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1 Abstract1

Ongoing efforts to combat the global pandemic of COVID-19 via public health2

policy have revealed the critical importance of understanding how individuals3

understand and react to infection risks. We here present a model to explore how4

both individual observation and social learning are likely to shape behavioral,5

and therefore epidemiological, dynamics over time. Efforts to delay and reduce6

infections can compromise their own success, especially in populations with age-7

structure in both disease risk and social learning —two critical features of the8

current COVID-19 crisis. Our results concur with anecdotal observations of9

age-based differences in reactions to public health recommendations. We show10

how shifting reliance on types of learning affect the course of an outbreak, and11

could therefore factor into policy-based interventions.12

2 Introduction13

Among the research gaps in the response to COVID-19, declared a pandemic14

in March/Feb 2020 [1], a WHO strategic panel has called for “Comparative15

analysis of different quarantine strategies and contexts for their effectiveness16

and social acceptability” [2].17

A familiar challenge is that the more successful a preventative strategy is18

in slowing an epidemic like COVID-19, the more public demand there is to19

relax those successful efforts before the epidemic has passed. This recalls the20

‘Icarus paradox’, or failure brought about by the same strategy that led to21

initial success [3]. Successful preventative public health measures can facilitate22

the illusion that they were unnecessary in the first place.23

For COVID-19, the challenge is intensified by its evident transmission in the24

absence of obvious symptoms [4]. Without adequate testing of a population [5],25

undocumented infections may outnumber documented infections by an order26

of magnitude [6, 4, 5]. This implies that (a) most people will underestimate27

the threat based on personal observations of infected individuals, and that (b)28

general social distancing in a population will be more effective than simply29
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isolating or avoiding individuals with obvious symptoms. We expect to see30

these dynamics play out as groups continue to gather despite public health31

recommendations against it [7].32

The behavioral dynamics can be complex [8]. Social distancing comes at33

an economic and psychological cost [9], yet the level of benefit (avoided risk)34

remains hidden, potentially until the epidemic has spread well beyond the point35

at which that cost would have been justified and/or acceptable. Encouragingly,36

social influence or conformity can lead people to adopt a costly beneficial behav-37

ior before individually observing direct evidence of its benefits [10, 11]. Subse-38

quently, as the true benefits become more transparent to the public, individual39

cost-benefit decisions can support the behavior, in place of social conformity.40

Understanding these dynamics are likely critical in designing successful on-41

going policies for ‘flattening the curve’ (Fig. 1), especially as local or national42

governments begin to reopen without extensive testing capacities. The aim is to43

tease apart the timing and impact of these different mechanisms for influencing44

individual behavioral choices over the course of an outbreak. If well-informed45

by likely dynamics in the factors that contribute to individual decision-making,46

policies may be able to forestall eventual rejection and remain more effective in47

the longer term.48

Here we frame the impact of the ‘Icarus paradox’ as dependent on infor-49

mation and timing. At what point do individuals observe enough infections50

around them to adopt preventative behavior as their own cost/benefit decision?51

Before this point, in the absence of government directives, social norms may be52

needed to encourage protective behaviors as people are not yet observing many53

infections. We expect that early in an outbreak, the link between protective54

behaviors and being uninfected will not yet be transparent. As infection preva-55

lence increases, and the benefits become more obvious to individuals, social56

learning becomes less necessary to facilitate preventative behaviors.57

To explore these complex behavioral and disease dynamics, we employ an58

agent-based modelling approach.59

2.1 Model rationale60

Here we take the approach of discrete behavioral choice with social influence61

[12, 13, 14, 15], where we model decisions as based on a separable combina-62

tion of two components: observational and social learning. Importantly, the63

underlying physical contact network through which a disease might spread [16,64

17, 18, 19, 20], which can be mitigated by physical distancing, are different65

than the ’contagion’ pathways of information, behaviors, or beliefs [21, 20]. Of66

course, information pathways include variety of media and daily communicative67

activities, whether physically close or distant.68

2.1.1 Observational Learning69

The individual observational learning component is governed by the payoff dif-70

ference between options, based on information people receive or observe to form71
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Figure 1: Illustration of the impact of social distancing on the spread of the
virus.
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beliefs about their health risks [22, 23, 10, 20]. For example, the perceived utility72

of social distancing likely increases as more illnesses and deaths are observed.73

In typical formulations of discrete choice theory or quantal response theory,74

the probability that an agent chooses choice i at time t is proportional to eκUi(t)+75

εi(t), where κ is the transparency of choice and Ui(t) is the intrinsic utility of the76

choice, and εi(t) is a noise term [24, 12, 13, 25]. Normalized across all choices,77

the shape of the probability function has a sigmoid shape with respect to the78

utility of the choice.79

In our model, we therefore assume the probability of choice through ob-80

servational learning takes on a sigmoid form, shaped by two parameters. One81

parameter for this is the point at which one option has a higher utility than82

the other, Ui > Uj : we call this the ‘inflection point’, ν. In our model, this83

inflection point represents the level of viral infections people perceive (assumed84

proportional to the number of infections in the age cohort) that signals the posi-85

tive utility of social distancing in reducing infection risk. This average inflection86

point is a convenient modeling assumption; in reality there would be a distri-87

bution among the population as well as an ’identification problem’ in detailing88

how a group’s average behaviour influences its individuals [26, 27].89

The second parameter for the observational learning component is trans-90

parency of choice, κ, which governs the steepness of the sigmoid curve: the91

higher the transparency of choice, the steeper the shape becomes, i.e. the smaller92

the variance in selecting the highest utility, U . In the real world, transparency93

might range from a clear, government-issued stay-home order at the fully trans-94

parent end of the spectrum, to a cacophony of conflicting media messages at95

the non-transparent end.96

One way of effecting behavioral change is when an individual learns by them-97

selves, by looking at the health status of people of the same age and estimating98

if they should switch to the other behavior. Given Ia, the proportion of infected99

individuals in the same age cohort, a, the probability for an individual i to100

switch from ‘non-adherent’ status, NA, to ’adherent’ status, NA, is defined as:101

P (a,NA→ A) ∼ 1

1 + e−κr(1−Ia−νr)

where κ represents the transparency of choice—determining the steepness of the102

sigmoid curves—and ν defines the point at which the individual has a 50% prob-103

ability to switch to adherent status, A. The influence of ν and κ, respectively,104

on the probability of adoption, P , is illustrated in Figure 2.105

The same function is used to calculate the probability for an individual to106

switch back from adherent to non-adherent behavior given the fraction of people107

in the age cohort who are not infected, (1− Ia):108

P (a,A→ NA) ∼ 1

1 + e−κ(Ia−ν)

where νr is inflection point for reverting to NA behavior (and can be different109

from ν).110
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Figure 2: Illustration of the impact of transparency of choice, κ, and point of
inflection, ν, on the decision curve.

2.1.2 Social learning111

Social interactions play an important “role in mediating the spread of social112

contagions that impact health outcomes,” [20]. To simplify their complex role113

for our model, we employ the useful distinction between complex beliefs versus114

‘simple’ social contagions [20]. Here we treat social distancing and related pro-115

tective behaviors as simple contagions: copying what others do. In our model,116

protective behaviors can be learned easily and quickly from others. For example,117

people may wear a mask to the supermarket because they saw other shoppers118

wearing masks. For our scale of modeling aggregation, we assume social influ-119

ence operates ’as if’ each person copies a currently healthy person, randomly120

encountered in the population, within a certain social or physical distance. The121

effect is the frequency of copied behaviors is stochastic, where probability of122

selecting option i is proportional to its current frequency or popularity, pi,t [12,123

13, 26].124

We also assume that social learning of simple behaviors (as opposed to com-125

plex skills learned over years) is age-restricted, in that people will only copy126

others in their own age cohort. For convenience, this assumption conflates two127

observations, that: (a) age cohorts tend already to share similar beliefs and128

preferences, derived from both ontogeny and broadly shared socio-economic129

landscape during early years of development [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34], and (b)130

conformity tends to be age-dependent with age-biased social learning [35].131

2.2 Agent Based Implementation132

We now present an agent-based model (ABM) that explores two related dynam-133

ics. Good protective behaviors reduce the transmission of the disease, whereas134

observing other infected individuals encourages (through observational learning)135

the adoption of protective behaviors.136

The ABM consists of agents who are involved in two inter-related processes,137

the contagion of a disease in SIR fashion [36], and the spread of protective138
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behaviors through a combination of individual and social learning. Agents move139

in a grid, x units by y units in dimension, with a normally-distributed range of140

speeds. An infected agent can infect another agent if they are within distance141

d of each other. At the the same time, agents of similar age are observing the142

levels of infection as well as protective behaviors, and adjusting their behaviors143

according to the observational and social learning rules described above.144

The algorithm describing the details of the model execution an be found in145

the supplementary material. There are two main functions, one (generatePopulation)146

generates the initial population of agents and the other (selectModel) allows147

agents to copy the behavior of another agent, who must be both non-infected148

and within the same age cohort, within radius r of the agent.149

Table 1: Parameters used in the agent-based simulation. The Algorithms for
the simulation are in the Supplementary material.

parameter description value
N number of agents 500
P (b) probability to transmit disease w/ behavior b [pNA = 1, pA = .1]
p proba. to learn by individual observation U(0, 1)
r radius of social learning U(1, 50)
tstep number of time steps 1500
d maximum distance for disease transmission 5
i0 number of initial infection 1
ν & νr inflexion point of the learning functions U(0, 1)

κ & κr transparency of choice for adopting & reverting 10U(−1,3)

x & y size limits of the space 100
R distribution of recovery times R ∼ U(8, 14)× 24
B0 initial distribution of behaviors Bi

0 = NA, ∀ agent i
S distribution of the speeds of the agents S = N(1, 0.2)

Simulations were run with the parameters described in the Table 1 with150

the population initialised as described by the algorithm (see supplementary151

materials). Some parameters were fixed (N , di, i0), behaviors (B0) were all set152

to NA initially, speeds were sampled from a normal distribution S ∼ N(1, 0.2)153

and recovery times were sampled from a uniform distribution R ∼ U(8, 14)×24.154

The parameters were selected such that, overall, agents encounter a mean of 12155

individuals per 24 time steps, such that each time step represents one hour. The156

recovery times in the SIR model were thus calculated to represent 8 to 14 days157

as a reasonable approximation for COVID-19 [37].158

To explore the impact of learning on the disease outcomes over the course of159

an outbreak, we ran three sets of models. We first ran two baseline conditions160

in which individual behavior is held constant as either non-adherent (worst case161

scenario) or adherent (best case scenario) over the course of the simulation. We162

subsequently ran the models with the parameters described in Table 1 after ini-163

tializing the population following Algorithm2. In all, we ran 826 892 simulations164

and recorded the number of infected agents at each time step in each simulation.165

To summarize our simulations in a way that captures the ‘flattening the166

curve’, we focused on two metrics: (a) the maximum number of infected people167

Imax, and (b) the time to reach this maximum τ . As in Figure 1, the ‘flat’ curve168

has lower Imax and larger τ . Across all simulations, we recorded the largest169

and smallest maximum total infections among all the runs, as max(Imax) and170
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min(Imax), respectively, as well as the longest and shortest times to reach the171

max, as max(τ) and min(τ), respectively. Since these dimensions will tend to172

be inversely correlated, we defined a metric, δ(s), for a set of simulations s173

summarizing both:174

δ(s) =
1

2

(
1− τ −min(τ)

∆τ
+
Imax −min(Imax)

∆Imax

)
(1)

where ∆Imax = [max(Imax) − min(Imax)] and ∆τ = [max(τ) − min(τ)], from175

all simulations.176

Whereas our results below involve the simulation just described, we also ex-177

plored three alternative scenarios, described in the Supplementary Information.178

In the first scenario individuals could copy any other individual via social learn-179

ing, rather only those seen to be healthy. In the second scenario, part or all of180

the initial population already adhere to social distancing. The third scenario181

allows learning only after a certain number of time steps (see Supplementary182

Information).183

3 Results184

Our simulations produced meaningfully different outcomes that varied in the185

success of ‘flattening the curve’ (Figure 1). This reflects the expected patterns186

of outbreak curves under the impact of social distancing.187

Which learning parameters yielded the ’flattest’ curve? The simulations re-188

veal a mix of parameters underlying the best preventative outcomes. Among189

the simulated outbreaks in which δ were minimized—what we call the ’best’190

outcome—the transparency and inflection points (νr and κr) for reversion to191

non-protective behavior needed to be more constrained than the respective pa-192

rameters (ν and κ) for choosing protective behavior. Figure 5 shows that the193

range of optimal parameters are more constrained by the end of the simulation194

(bottom row), which represents about two months, than they were after just195

150 time steps (top row), representing approximately one week (see gray line in196

Figure 3). Supplementary Figure 9 shows these joint posterior distributions in197

more detail.198

Focusing on the end of the simulation (Figure 5, bottom row), we see differ-199

ent ranges of parameters yielding the ‘best’ (blue) and ‘worst’ (red) outcomes.200

Figure 5 shows with the joint posterior distributions of ν versus κ (adopting201

protective behaviors) and of νr versus κr (reversion back) on the left and right,202

respectively. Note particularly that the parameter regions flip-flop between203

adopting and reverting back. In other words, for the ‘best’ outcome, it is better204

to have low κ for adopting protective behaviors but then high κ for reverting205

back to non-protective behavior (see the cross-sectional distributions along the206

axes of each bi-variate plot in Figure 5, lower row). At the same time, for the207

’best’ outcome ν can be virtually any value for switching to protective behaviors,208

but needs to be quite high for reverting back.209
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Figure 3: Comparing the mean trajectories of SIR model where agents do not learn and
instead continue in their initial behavior, with trajectories generated by simulations. Red
curve: all agents are non-adherent to social distancing and stick to this behavior. Blue curve:
all agents adhere to social distancing. Dashed red line: mean trajectory of the 1, 000 worst
simulations. Blue dashed line: mean trajectory of simulations run with the parameters selected
in the 1, 000 best simulations with regard to δ. Vertical gray line: status after 150 time steps.

As a qualitative interpretation of the asymmetric effects of ν, the desired210

‘flat’ curve is achieved through low transparency of choice in adopting the pro-211

tective behavior, but high transparency about whether to revert back. Qual-212

itatively the same is true of the inflection point, κ, which needs to be low in213

adopting the behavior but high in reverting back, in order to yield a ‘flat’ infec-214

tion curve.215

These results suggest the ‘best’ outcomes involved a ’ratchet’ effect - a low,216

fuzzy barrier to adopt the behavior but a high, sharp (transparent) barrier to217

revert back. The low barriers to entry is consistent with theory on diffusion of218

innovations [39, 40, 41]219

4 Discussion220

Our results imply that combined observational and social learning can drive221

successful mitigation strategies (Figure 3). In an ‘Icarus’ scenario, where an222

initially successful strategy can lead to its own failure, the timing of these forms223

of learning are crucial. Our simulations reveal multiple possible outcomes of224

behavioral mitigation, from ‘flat’ infection curves to full, unchecked outbreak225

(Figure 4).226

Those simulations yielding a flat curve generally required either low trans-227
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Figure 4: Distribution of 826, 892 simulations given two different metrics: the
maximum number of infected people (y-axis) and the time to reach this max-
imum (x-axis). The colors represent different class of the simulations ranked
given δ, the metric defined in Equation 1.

parency of choice, low inflection point for adopting the behavior, and/or high228

inflection point for reversion back to non-protective behavior—in other words,229

readily adopting protective behavior and reluctance to give it up (Figure 5).230

It is not surprising that such risk-averse behaviors would protect a population.231

The challenge is that the risk needs to observable. Hence protective behaviors232

may be not be adopted until infection rates are very high, especially if most233

symptomatically infected individuals are not be publicly visible (e.g., remaining234

at home or in hospital).235

For this reason, low transparency of choice—such as poor or conflicting in-236

formation —can ‘jump-start’ adoption of protective behaviors by stretching out237

the inflection into a range, such that some individuals ‘mis-estimate’ infection238

risks as enough to trigger their decision (see Fig. 5). However, this result re-239

lies on the breadth of the distribution of responses to low transparency, rather240

than an alternative case in which either leadership or social norms cause low241

transparency to lead to greater average hesitancy to take any action [42].242

Social learning dynamics were also crucial to outcomes. In social learning243
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Figure 5: Joint posterior distributions for the parameters used to switch from
Non-Adherent to Adherent (left column) and for the parameters used to switch
back from Adherent to Non-Adherent (right column). The 2d areas represent
the 70% and 90% HDR (High Density Region) ie, the smallest areas within
which respectively 70% and 90% of the parameters combination fall (for the
mathematical definition of HDR and how they can be represented see [38].
Lighter colors represent the 90% HDR whereas darker represent the 70% HDR.
The top row represent the value for those parameters that minimize (in blue)
or maximize (in red) the number of infected people at time step 150. The
bottom row shows the parameters that minimize (in blue) or maximize (in red)
δ (as defined in Equation 1) at the end of the simulation (1500 time steps).
The marginal posteriors for each parameter taken separately are drawn in the
margin.
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theory, “copying recent success” is often the best strategy [43]. If the disease244

symptoms/prevalence are transparent, copying healthy individuals (‘success’)245

should increase protective behaviors as disease prevalence increases. Because246

COVID-19 can be asymptomatic, however, transparency in this respect may be247

low. Infected individuals may seem healthy, such that non-protective behaviors248

can be copied even through a “copy success” strategy. This lack of transparency249

may critically compromise our ability to rely on learning-only strategies for250

successful disease risk containment.251

These effects may be heightened among young people, for whom COVID-19252

infection is more frequently asymptomatic and who are also socially influenced253

by peers of similar age [35]. Hence, while lower fatality risk from COVID-19 may254

help explain why some groups of young people rejected social distancing early in255

the U.S. outbreak [7], another important dynamic was likely social conformity256

and lack of transparency about infections among their peers.257

One limitation in our simulations is that we employed a broad definition of258

observational learning, as agents estimate infection rates with some degree of259

precision (transparency). Observational learning is heterogeneous; at any given260

moment, each person observes different information and a different segment of261

the population. The real world also encompasses myriad information sources,262

individual experiences, and biases. Also, information from media will have a263

different effect on decision-making than having friends and family become ill264

[44]. Individuals who follow stay-home protocols have different interactions265

than those who interact in public spaces. Taken together, these processes affect266

the transparency of how observably protective behaviors relate to disease risks.267

These considerations are particularly relevant for mitigating pandemic spread268

where strong governmental control is not possible. When individual choice is269

the driving factor in protective behaviors, age cohort effects become important270

since different demographic segments of societies are likely to be more initially271

risk-averse than others. In particular, older individuals may be early adopters272

of adherent behaviors because news reports of mortality rates in older popula-273

tions create a psychological burden of fear. By contrast, younger and/or more274

economically limited individuals may delay switching to behavioral adherence,275

doing so only when they feel their circumstances allow it. In such cases, the276

socioeconomic and demographic representation of a population may be the crit-277

ical drivers in determining whether individual behaviors, guided by learning,278

can be relied upon to effectively achieve outbreak mitigation by adherence to279

social distancing.280

In our models, we have also assumed that choices are rational and focused281

only on epidemiological risk. In reality, social distancing involves considerable282

social and economic costs [45]). Human decision-making is also never fully ra-283

tional, especially during period of stress [46]. Further, we have here explored284

only one potential route of social learning, in which individuals simply copy285

the behaviors of perceived healthy individuals. More nuanced approaches may286

emphasize preferentially copying people who share your beliefs, alignment with287

deeply-held beliefs or values, and other social learning strategies [47, 48, 49,288

20]. Similarly, we have construed frequency of contact within a spatial radius289
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to be the only medium for social derivation of learning. In reality, of course,290

individuals have many means of arriving at their sense of what other people291

are doing, including unique personal experiences and personal choice of media,292

however complicated or accurate [20, 50, 51, 52, 20]. This raises many interest-293

ing questions, such as the different effect of centralized versus diverse media, for294

example. Given our parsimonious starting point, future expansion and testing295

of our models can address these potentially important features of social groups.296

Conclusions297

Understanding how the timing and dynamics of different types of learning af-298

fect individual behavior over the course of an outbreak, as disease prevalence299

changes the transparency of benefits of protective behaviors, while those be-300

haviors become more visible as they proliferate. Social learning can help boost301

protective behaviors, but not until the number of infections has brought about302

those behaviors initially through observation-driven decision making.303

These considerations may be critical in shaping policies that will foster pub-304

lic adherence. True leadership must sometimes accept the burden of enacting305

policies doomed to be unpopular. However, understanding of the role of the306

‘Icarus paradox’ in public health safety may help preemptive design of policies307

that anticipate increasing non-adherence as they are increasingly effective.308
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